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about us
For 5 years we have been providing young people across Scotland with incredible
activities. Our unique packages are designed and dreamed up in house to give young
people the opportunity to experience fun, fitness and learning in new and creative ways.
With our roots firmly in years of youth work experience, we understand the impact that
play and fun can have on children’s ability to learn, grow and ultimately become well
rounded individuals in the future.
We would love to play a part in your school life, and look forward to showing you a little
more about what we can do.
Thanks,

Director, Activity Delivered
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How we do
Every event we tailor build to suit
your school and your young
people. From indoor to outdoor,
classrooms to school halls and
playgrounds, our activities can be
shrunk or stretched depending
on space, numbers and age
abilities.
Our Reward Day packages are
the most popular. Most schools
have House Days, End of Year
Parties, Fitness Fun weeks and
many other opportunities where
our Reward Day type packages
would fit. We can manage 100s
of kids across all our activities at
the same time, or can run rotation
sessions if space or timetable is
limited.
Or if it is for more specific smaller
groups, we can scale it down to
class sizes or even smaller than
that.
We make it easier than ever to
host incredible experiences for
your school.
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What we do

With some of the newest and craziest ideas around, we know that your kids will love every second of the
activities we can offer. Some of our favourites -

wii olympics

NERF wars
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Silent disco

We pride ourselves on the quality and experience of
our team.
With years of experience in leading high quality kids
events, our team ensure that your school have loads of
fun, but under the supervision of those who put your
safety rst.

Our team

Our team are ready to take control of a group and lead
them to success and fun, allowing your teachers to join
in too!

Ashleigh
Operations manager
“Hey, I am Ashleigh and I coordinate all things fun
and crazy here at Activity Delivered.
I have been sharing the incredible activities at AD
for 4 years now with children across Scotland and I
would love to be able to work with you in the future.
No matter how big or small an idea you have, then
I always love to see if we can bring our ideas to life
and turn your next event into an incredible
opportunity for fun and learning for your children.”

fi
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case studies
Auchmuty High School
For three years we have been running Auchmuty High School’s end of term reward
day. We run 3 different activities for them throughout the day. All the young people
sign up to our session and rotate through during the day. We had three team
members running events indoor and out all day.
Est Price: £1100
Numbers: 80 young people

Bathgate academy
For S1 to S3s, we ran a morning of activities - active activities for those wanting a
run about and a few more chill options too. We had 4 team members operating our
activities with teachers get stuck into the action too.
Est Price: £850
Numbers: Over 200 young people.
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Get in touch
We would love to hear from you - even if it is just
a quick hi and an excuse to grab a coffee!
You can reach us at:
info@ActivityDelivered.com
0131 610 7165
Visit our website for a full list of all our activities.
We can’t wait to work with you soon.
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